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ABSTRACT
Recent deep networks have convincingly demonstrated high capa-
bility in crowd counting, which is a critical task attracting wide-
spread attention due to its various industrial applications. Despite
such progress, trained data-dependent models usually can not gen-
eralize well to unseen scenarios because of the inherent domain
shift. To facilitate this issue, this paper proposes a novel adversarial
scoring network (ASNet) to gradually bridge the gap across domains
from coarse to fine granularity. In specific, at the coarse-grained
stage, we design a dual-discriminator strategy to adapt source do-
main to be close to the targets from the perspectives of both global
and local feature space via adversarial learning. The distributions be-
tween two domains can thus be aligned roughly. At the fine-grained
stage, we explore the transferability of source characteristics by
scoring how similar the source samples are to target ones from
multiple levels based on generative probability derived from coarse
stage. Guided by these hierarchical scores, the transferable source
features are properly selected to enhance the knowledge transfer
during the adaptation process. With the coarse-to-fine design, the
generalization bottleneck induced from the domain discrepancy
can be effectively alleviated. Three sets of migration experiments
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show that the proposed methods achieve state-of-the-art counting
performance compared with major unsupervised methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Crowd counting is a core task in computer vision, which aims
to estimate the number of pedestrians in a still image or video
frame. In the last few decades, researchers have devoted significant
efforts to this area and achieved remarkable progress in promoting
the performance on the existing mainstream benchmark datasets.
However, training convolutional neural networks requires large-
scale and high-quality labeled datasets, while annotating pixel-
level pedestrian locations is prohibitively expensive. Moreover,
models trained on a label-rich data domain (source domain) can
†Equal Contribution.
∗Corresponding author: Pan Zhou.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the domain similarity existing be-
tween the target (top) and the source domains (bottom). Left:
some crowding regions are similar across domains in the
pixel level. Right: partial source samples may share similar
image distribution with target samples.

not generalize well to another label-scare domain (target domain)
due to the domain shift among data distribution, which severely
limits the practical applications of the existing methods.

To alleviate the issues caused by the domain gap, a technique
named unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) has been prelimi-
narily explored for crowd counting [12, 13, 29, 34]. The key point
of UDA is to make use of a domain discriminator to classify patches
into the source or the target domains while the deep learner tries
to confuse the discriminator in an adversarial manner. In this way,
domain-invariant feature representations can be learned to bridge
the source and the target data distributions. Typically, CODA [29]
combines the adversarial learning with self-supervised ranking
loss to close the gap between the source and the target domains,
where the estimation errors on the target samples can be reduced
significantly. Differently, DACC [12] is proposed to translate the
synthetic data to realistic images in a style transfer framework.
Thus, models trained on translated data can be applied to the real
world. Despite the dramatic performance improvement in reducing
the domain discrepancy, these methods suffer from solely harness-
ing the whole natural characteristics of the source domain without
further considering the similarity between the source domain and
target domain. For crowd counting, some regions such as cluster
background are not fit to transfer while equally treating all regions
may lead to negative transfer. Besides, some source images are far
from similar with the target domains, resulting in weak transferabil-
ity. As shown in Figure 1, the similarity across domains appears in
both pixel level and image level as images from two domains share
similar crowding regions and implicit distribution. Therefore, it is
essential to adapt patterns from different granularities according to
their actual contributions for the joint learning.

In this paper, we propose a novel coarse-to-fine framework
named Adversarial Scoring Network (ASNet) for domain adaptive
crowd counting. At the coarse stage, we design a dual-discriminator
strategy to conduct distribution alignment between the source and
the target domains. Different from previous methods that merely
focus on the whole image, this strategy also draws patches closer in
the feature space. Specifically, the proposed strategy is composed of
two parts: a global discriminator takes a whole image as input and
a local discriminator accepts patches. Through adversarial learning,

the domain discrepancy can be reduced from different perspectives.
At the fine-grained stage, we explore the variability of transfer-
ability in the source domain depending on the fact that images or
pixels with different feature distances from the target domain will
contribute to the model generalization at varying degrees. Based on
the output probabilities from two discriminators, we can produce
significance-aware scores of multiple granularities: 1) image level;
2) patch level; 3) pixel level and 4) patch-pixel level. The scores of
the image level and the patch level are generated to indicate the
overall similarity of an image or specific image patch since images
or patches more similar across domains are fit for the distribution
alignment. Meanwhile, for the pixel-wise counting task, it is likely
to find domain similarity in the pixel region. Therefore, the pixel
level and the patch-pixel level scores precisely evaluate the simi-
larity for images or input patches between two domains pixel by
pixel. These scores are utilized to guide the density map learning in
the source domain, which enhances the attention on transferable
features among the domains during the adaptation process and
thus promotes the adaptation accuracy without additional compu-
tational cost during inference. In experiments, we conduct three
sets of adaptations and the results demonstrate that our model
achieves state-of-the-art performance over the existing mainstream
methods. Although unsupervised, it is worth noting that our model
can obtain comparable results with fully-supervised models trained
on the target dataset.

To summarize, the main contributions are as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, it’s the first attempt to imple-
ment fine-grained transfer in crowd counting by exploiting
valid knowledge existing in the source domain from various
granularities.

• We propose a novel adversarial scoring network (ASNet) to
generate significance-aware scores at different levels and
utilize these scores as the supervisory signal to guide density
optimization in a self-learning manner, which can boost the
performance of adaptation in crowd counting.

• Extensive migration experiments indicate that ASNet can
achieve state-of-the-art performance, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

2 RELATEDWORK
Crowd Counting. Early works of crowd counting focus on de-
tection style framework [9, 26, 28], where the body or part-based
detectors are deployed to localize and count the pedestrians. These
detection-based algorithms are limited by severe occlusions and
complex background clusters in high-density crowd scenes. Hence,
regression-based alternatives [5, 37] are proposed to directly es-
timate the number of people by learning a mapping from image
features to the count number. The success of methods in this cat-
egory lies in their ability to evade explicit detection. Neverthe-
less, these regression-based methods lose localization capability,
which will lead to a performance drop as spatial awareness is to-
tally ignored. The recent focus in counting area has been towards
exploiting the advances in Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
[1, 3, 18, 22, 25, 32, 54] due to the remarkable representation learn-
ing ability. Typically, the majority of existing CNN-based frame-
works are centered on coping with the large variation in pedestrian
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Figure 2: Overview of our adversarial scoring network (ASNet). The generator encodes input images into density maps. Then
the dual-discriminator classifies the density maps into source or target domain. By adversarial training between the generator
and dual-discriminator, domain distributions are drawn close. Meanwhile, the dual-discriminator further produces four types
of scores as a signal to guide the density optimization of source data, which achieves fine-grained transfer during adaptation.

scales via the deployment of different architectures including multi-
column networks [39, 51], context-aware designs [35, 42], multi-
task learning [21, 23] and others [30, 44, 50]. In particular, Zhang
et al. [51] employ a multi-column convolutional network (MCNN)
that captures diverse crowd scales with different receptive fields
in each column. More recently, CSRNet [30] connects VGG16 with
dilated kernels to fuse multi-scale contextual information. In this
way, the scale space captured by the model can be enlarged without
a significant increase in computation. DM-Count [45] measures the
similarity between the normalized predicted density map and the
normalized ground truth density map and designs OT loss and TV
loss to boost the performance. SASNet [43] automatically learns the
internal correspondence between the scales and the feature levels.
All these methods demonstrate the superiority of the convolutional
neural networks.
Domain adaptation. To address the domain shift problem, tech-
nique named unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) has been
introduced for many computer vision tasks such as image classifica-
tion [11, 14], person re-identification [2, 10], semantic segmentation
[53] and other tasks [19, 20]. These methods aim to mitigate the
domain gap and generalize the model onto the different test domain.
To the best of our knowledge, there are very few domain adaptation
frameworks [12, 13, 17, 29, 46] proposed for crowd counting area.
They can be summarized into two widely used strategies: distri-
bution alignment and image translation. The former [29] adopts a
discriminator to distinguish between the density maps generated
by source image patches and targets. Thus, the data distributions
across domains can be drawn closer. Differently, the latter [46]
translates the synthetic labeled images to be similar to realistic

scenes via a SE Cycle GAN. In this way, they train a CNN on trans-
lated images and obtain a reasonable result on real datasets. Despite
the promising results, one common drawback of these methods
is that they merely reduce the domain gap in a global view while
ignoring the fine-grained transferability of source samples.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we will introduce our proposed adversarial scoring
network (ASNet). The goal is to improve the performance of crowd
counting on the target domain by domain adaptation. Our core
idea is to score how similar the source samples are to target ones
from multiple levels and enhance the knowledge transfer guided by
these hierarchical scores during the adaptation process. In specific,
our ASNet consists of two parts: coarse module is designed to
align the feature representation space across domains in global
and local view, and fine module digs into the transferable samples
of the source domain during coarse align process and generate
guidance weights to further narrow the distance between domains.
The overall pipeline is depicted in Figure 2.

3.1 Problem Formulation
We have source domain data 𝑋𝑠 = {(𝑥𝑠

𝑖
, 𝑦𝑠

𝑖
)}𝑁𝑠

𝑖=1, where 𝑥
𝑠
𝑖
denotes

the input source RGB image, 𝑦𝑠
𝑖
represents its corresponding real-

valued density map, and 𝑁𝑠 is the number of source domain la-
beled samples. Similarly, we have target domain unlabeled data
𝑋𝑡 = {(𝑥𝑡

𝑖
)}𝑁𝑡

𝑖=1. Here the source domain and target domain share
different distribution, which appears in separate image background
or crowd density. During training, we use both labeled source data
and unlabeled target data as network input.



3.2 Coarse Adaptation
The main difficulty of domain adaptation is the domain shift be-
tween the source domain and the target domain. Thus, it is im-
portant to reduce domain discrepancy during the training stage.
Meanwhile, guaranteeing the quality of the predicted density map
on the target domain is also fundamental. To achieve these goals,
we consider performing density adaptation which minimizes the
distance between density maps from two domains.

To realize density adaptation, an intuitive idea based on gen-
erative adversarial network [15] is adopted. The main principle
is a two-player game, in which the first player is a domain dis-
criminator 𝐷 whose role is to correctly classify which domain the
features come from, while the second is a feature generator 𝐺 who
aims to deceive the domain discriminator. In our task, the discrimi-
nator takes responsibility for distinguishing between the density
maps generated by the source image and the target image. To cap-
ture a wider perspective in complicated crowd scenes, we utilize
a dual-discriminator strategy as shown in Figure 2, namely global
discriminator and local discriminator. The global discriminator 𝐷1
takes the whole density map as input and the local discriminator𝐷2
accepts patches of density map. Then they output discrimination
maps 𝑂1 and 𝑂2 in which each point value is normalized into [0,1]
by sigmoid function, corresponding to confidence score belong to
the source domain or the target domain. For both discriminators,
binary cross-entropy loss is used to measure classification error. In
specific, the loss can be formulated as:

𝐿𝑑1 = − 1
𝑁𝑏

(
𝑁𝑏∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑁𝑝1∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( (𝑂𝑠
1 )𝑖𝑘 ) −

𝑁𝑏∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑁𝑝1∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 − (𝑂𝑡
1)𝑖𝑘 )) (1)

𝐿𝑑2 = − 1
𝑁𝑏

(
𝑁𝑏∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑆2∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑁𝑝2∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( (𝑂𝑠
2 )𝑖 𝑗𝑘 ) −

𝑁𝑏∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑆2∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑁𝑝2∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1− (𝑂𝑡
2)𝑖 𝑗𝑘 )) (2)

where 𝑂1 = 𝐷1 (𝐺 (𝑥)), 𝑂2 = 𝐷2 (𝐺 (𝑥)), 𝑁𝑝1 = 𝐻1 ×𝑊1 is total
pixel number of𝑂1, 𝑁𝑝2 = 𝐻2 ×𝑊2 is pixel number of𝑂2, 𝑁𝑏 is the
number of training batch size, 𝑆2 is the number of patches which
are equally split from the density map.

To make density maps generated from source and target domain
are more similar, we adopt an adversarial loss to guide the opti-
mization of generator which further produces density maps to fool
the discriminator. At the same time, considering that images from
different domains may share local similarity, the generator also de-
mands to generate similar patches of density map. The adversarial
losses corresponding to two discriminators are:

𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣1 = − 1
𝑁𝑏

𝑁𝑏∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑁𝑝1∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑙𝑜𝑔((𝑂𝑡
1)𝑖𝑘 ) (3)

𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣2 = − 1
𝑁𝑏

𝑁𝑏∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑆2∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑁𝑝2∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑙𝑜𝑔((𝑂𝑡
2)𝑖 𝑗𝑘 ) (4)

It is worth noting that we only compute adversarial loss on target
images for the generator.

3.3 Fine Adaptation
With the global density adaptation, the domain gap between the
source and target domains is reduced. However, the above adapta-
tion mainly aligns the images from a global perspective. It neglects
the fact that not all regions of an image are suitable for transfer, such
as the background which shows a significant difference between the

two domains. Meanwhile, partial images in the source domain are
more similar to target domain images than other parts. Thus, it is
essential to pay attention to each pixel in an image and each image
in the source domain instead of treating all images equally. To this
end, we propose a fine-grained adaptation to achieve the pixel and
image knowledge transfer. In specific, we define four scoring levels
for source images from coarse to fine: 1) image level𝑊1; 2) patch
level𝑊2; 3) pixel level𝑊3 and 4) patch-pixel level𝑊4. Here the
image-level and patch-level scores determine the transferability of
a complete source image or patches of the image corresponding
to target image, and it is reasonable to give more focus on those
source images with similar distribution to the target images. The
pixel level and patch-pixel level scores measure the similarity pixel
by pixel between source and target images or patches. Hence, it is
also useful to favor the regions from a source image that are highly
similar to the target ones.

As mentioned above, our aim is to score the whole image and
regions in each image from the source domain. In order to obtain
the scores, we utilize the outputs of two discriminators which are
the probability of the input belonging to the source domain. For the
global discriminator, the output approaching 1 indicates the input
image belongs to the source domain. Similarly, the input patches
belong to the source domain if the output of the local discriminator
is close to 1. For the output of the global discriminator 𝑂𝑠

1, we
perform average pooling to obtain domain probability. Then we set
threshold to obtain the image level score𝑊1. This process can be
formulated as:

𝑀𝑖 = Average((𝑂𝑠
1)𝑖 ), 𝑊1 = 𝐼 (𝑀𝑖 < 0.5) (5)

where (𝑂𝑠
1)𝑖 is the global discriminator output corresponding to

input image 𝑥𝑠
𝑖
, 𝐼 (·) is an indication function.𝑊1 is a binary scalar

which denotes the transferability of the whole image. Meanwhile,
we can get the pixel level score𝑊3 from the discriminator output.
However, the size of the output discrimination map is not compati-
ble with the input image. Thus, we conduct the nearest up-sampling
and soft threshold to obtain the pixel level score:

𝑃𝑖 = Up-sample((𝑂𝑠
1)𝑖 ), 𝑊3 = 𝐼 (𝑃𝑖 < mean(𝑃𝑖 )) (6)

where each value of𝑊3 denotes the similarity of the corresponding
point of source image. The soft threshold uses the mean value as the
threshold which can adapt to various score ranges and guarantee to
select some relatively similar regions compared to a hard threshold.
In the same way, with the output of local discriminator, we can get
the patch level score𝑊2 and patch-pixel level score𝑊4 from the
local discriminator output.

After getting four fine-grained scores, we weight the density loss
for the source domain. Formally, we choose the common Euclidean
distance as basic density loss to measure the distance between
predicted density map and ground truth. The original density loss
is described as below:

𝐿𝑑𝑒𝑛 =
1
𝑁𝑏

𝑁𝑏∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑁I∑︁
𝑘=1

((𝐺 (𝑥𝑠𝑖 ))𝑘 − 𝑦𝑠
𝑖𝑘
)2 (7)



where 𝑁I is the total pixel number of the density map. With fine-
grained scores, our final weighted density loss is:

𝐿𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠 =
1
𝑁𝑏

𝑁𝑏∑︁
𝑖=1

(1+𝑊 𝑖
1 )

𝑆2∑︁
𝑗=1

(1+𝑊 𝑖 𝑗

2 )
𝑁

𝑗
𝑝∑︁

𝑘=1
(1+𝑊 𝑖 𝑗𝑘

3 ) (1+𝑊 𝑖 𝑗𝑘

4 )𝐿𝑠

(8)
where 𝑁

𝑗
𝑝 = 𝑁I/𝑆2 is the pixel number of the 𝑗-th patch and

𝐿𝑠 = ((𝐺 (𝑥𝑠
𝑖
)) 𝑗𝑘 −𝑦𝑠𝑖 𝑗𝑘 )

2. Here a residual mechanism is adopted
during the weighting process for each score, which possesses more
robustness to wrong discriminator output at the initial stage of
network training. Finally, our proposed ASNet is trained end to end
with the following loss:

𝐿𝐴𝑙𝑙 = 𝐿𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠 + _1𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣1 + _2𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣2 (9)

The details of the overall training procedure can be seen in the
supplementary.

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we provide a comprehensive evaluation of the pro-
posed model on three adaptation experiments and a thorough abla-
tion study to validate the key components of our algorithm. Exper-
imental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in
domain adaptation for crowd counting.

4.1 Implement Details
For a fair comparison, we use VGG-16 [41] structure as the genera-
tor 𝐺 . The final pooling layer and two fully connected layers are
replaced by two dilated convolutional layers and a convolutional
layer. The discriminator contains five convolutional layers with
stride of 2 and kernel size 4 × 4, the channels of each layer are 64,
128, 256, 512, 1 respectively. Detailed configurations of the networks
are shown in supplementary materials. The 𝐺 is trained using the
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer with a learning rate
as 10−6. We use Adam optimizer [24] with learning rate of 10−4 for
the discriminators. During training, the _1, _2 and _3 are set to 10−3,
10−4, and 10−1 respectively. For data generation and augmentation,
we follow the commonly used methods introduced in MCNN [51].
All input patches are resized to 512 × 512 with 3 channels.

4.2 Datasets and Metric
For the domain adaptation problem, we evaluate the proposed
method on four publicly large-scale datasets, namely ShanghaiTech
[51], UCSD [4], Mall [7] and Trancos [16] respectively.
ShanghaiTech consists of 1,198 annotated images with a total
of 330,165 people with head center annotations. This dataset is
divided into two parts: Part A with 482 images and Part B with
716 images. In Part A, all images are crawled from the Internet, of
which 300 images are used for training and the rest are used for
testing. Similarly, Part B is partitioned into 400 training images and
316 testing images captured from busy streets in Shanghai. Notably,
Part A has density variations ranging from 33 to 3139 people per
image with average count being 501.4 while Part B are relatively
less diverse and sparser with an average density of 123.6.
UCSD is collected from a video camera at a pedestrian walkway,
which contains a total of 49,885 pedestrian instances. This dataset

is recorded by a video camera placed at a pedestrian walkway. It
consists of 2000 frames, each of which has a resolution of 158 × 238.
The region-of-interest (ROI) and the perspective map are provided
in the dataset. This dataset has a relatively low-density crowd since
there are only 25 persons on average in each frame. Following
[4], we use frames from 601 to 1,400 as the training set and the
remaining frames for testing.
Mall is collected from a shopping mall by a public surveillance
camera. This dataset contains 2,000 frameswith diverse illumination
conditions and crowd densities. Each frame has a fixed resolution
of 320 × 240. In comparison to the UCSD dataset [4], this dataset
has relatively higher crowd density images with an average count
of 31 per image. We follow the pre-defined settings to use the first
800 frames as the training set and the rest as the test set.
Trancos is a public vehicle dataset, which consists of 1244 im-
ages taken from traffic surveillance cameras located along different
roads. The region-of-interest (ROI) is also provided for training and
evaluation. Each vehicle is labeled with a single point annotation
of its location. In total, there are 46,796 vehicle point annotations.
There is a large discrepancy between Trancos and counting datasets.
Different from counting dataset, Trancos is composed of multiple
scenes but the same scenes appear in the training and test sets.
Evaluation Metric As commonly used in previous works, we
adopt Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Squared Error (MSE)
to evaluate the estimation performance of counting datasets. They
are formulated as:

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

|𝐶𝑖 −𝐶𝑖 |, 𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

√√√
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

(𝐶𝑖 −𝐶𝑖 )2 (10)

where 𝑁 means numbers of image, 𝐶𝑖 means the total count of the
estimated density map, and 𝐶𝑖 refers to the total count of corre-
sponding ground truth. Different for the vehicle dataset, we use
the Grid Average Mean absolute Error (GAME) metric, which is
defined as:

𝐺𝐴𝑀𝐸 (𝐿) = 1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

(
4𝐿∑︁
𝑙=1

|𝐶𝑙
𝑖 −𝐶𝑙

𝑖
|) (11)

Given a specific number 𝐿, the 𝐺𝐴𝑀𝐸 (𝐿) divides each image into
4𝐿 non-overlapping regions of equal area,𝐶𝑙

𝑖
is the estimated count

for image 𝑖 within region 𝑙 , and 𝐶𝑙
𝑖
is the corresponding ground

truth count. Note that 𝐺𝑀𝐴𝐸 (0) is equivalent to𝑀𝐴𝐸 metric.

4.3 Adaptation Results
We provide a quantitative evaluation by performing three sets of
adaptation experiments: ShanghaiTech Part A → Part B, UCSD →
Mall, and ShanghaiTech Part A→ Trancos. For each pair of datasets,
we report the errors between the generated density maps and the
ground truth maps on the target set. We define several variants
of the proposed model in the following: 1) NoAdapt: the model is
only trained on the source samples. 2) CoarseAdapt: we perform
the distribution alignment via a global discriminator and a local
discriminator in an adversarial training scheme. 3) FineAdapt: the
full model of our ASNet, which adds all the significance-aware
scores to the CoarseAdapt. The list of methods to compare can be
classified into four categories: 1) directly trained on the target data;



Table 1: The comparison results with previous methods for
ShanghaiTech Part A → Part B. (TS: Target Supervision)

Method TS MAE MSE

MCNN [51] yes 26.4 41.3
CP-CNN [42] yes 20.1 30.1
IG-CNN [38] yes 13.6 21.1

Cycle GAN [52] syn 25.4 39.7
SE Cycle GAN [46] syn 19.9 28.3

SE+FD [17] syn 16.9 24.7

D-ConvNet-v1 [40] no 49.1 99.2
RegNet [33] no 21.65 37.56
CODA [29] no 15.9 26.9

NoAdapt (ours) no 27.28 35.14
CoarseAdapt (ours) no 15.77 24.92
FineAdapt (ours) no 13.59 23.15

Table 2: The comparison results with previous methods for
UCSD →Mall. (TS: Target Supervision)

Method TS MAE MSE

MORR [7] yes 3.15 15.7
ConvLSTM-nt [48] yes 2.53 11.2

MCNN [51] yes 2.24 8.5

FA [6] semi 7.47 -
HGP [49] semi 4.36 -
GPTL [31] semi 3.55 -

CSRNet [30] no 4.00 5.01
CODA [29] no 3.38 4.15

NoAdapt (ours) no 4.19 5.03
CoarseAdapt (ours) no 3.47 4.12
FineAdapt (ours) no 2.76 3.55

2) merely trained on the synthetic data (syn); 3) semi-supervised
methods (semi); 4) merely trained on the real source data.

First, we conduct the experiments about adapting ShanghaiTech
Part A to Part B. As is shown in Table 1, it is obvious that the pro-
posed model outperforms existing domain adaptation methods by a
large margin. In specific, our method improves MAE performance
from 15.9 to 13.59. When comparing our method with [17, 46, 52],
which is merely trained on the much larger and more diverse syn-
thetic dataset, we can achieve more superior results. Even compared
with the mainstream supervised methods that are directly trained
on the target domain, such as IG-CNN [38], our model can still
deliver competitive performance (MAE 13.59 vs 13.6). By observing
the results gap between the NoAdapt and FineAdapt, we can find
that ASNet yields a huge improvement after fine adaptation from
27.28/35.14 to 13.59/23.15.

Second, we use the UCSD as our source dataset and Mall as the
target dataset. The results are shown in Table 2. Obviously, our
proposed method in an unsupervised setting outperforms all semi-
supervised methods, which reduces the estimation errors by 22.2%

Table 3: The comparison results with previous methods for
ShanghaiTech Part A → Trancos. (TS: Target Supervision)

Method TS GAME0 GAME1 GAME2 GAME3

Lempitsky [27] yes 13.76 16.72 20.72 24.36
Hydra 3s [36] yes 10.99 13.75 16.69 19.32
AMDCN [8] yes 9.77 13.16 15.00 15.87

FCNN-skip [23] yes 4.61 8.39 11.08 16.10

CSRNet [30] no 13.71 13.81 14.52 15.75
CODA [29] no 4.91 9.89 14.88 17.55

NoAdapt (ours) no 13.78 13.83 15.32 15.88
CoarseAdapt (ours) no 7.21 11.32 14.42 17.27
FineAdapt (ours) no 4.77 8.39 13.37 15.12

compared to the best semi-supervised model GPTL [31]. Our model
can be gradually improved by incorporating different mechanisms.
In specific, CoarseAdapt improves the MAE performance from 4.19
to 3.47 compared with NoAdapt, and FineAdapt further decreases
the error to 2.76. Besides, our ASNet achieves the lowest MAE (the
highest accuracy) compared to other domain adaptive methods [29].
The above results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
adaptation pattern.

Third, we consider the experiments from ShanghaiTech Part
A to Trancos, shown in Table 3. Distinctly, the proposed method
yields an improvement of 2.9% over the existing adaptationmethods
[29]. Due to the large domain shift between the counting dataset
and the vehicle dataset, we can see that the baseline (NoAdapt)
fails to predict the density values for Trancos since there is little
difference between GAME metrics. However, our model can reduce
the estimation error from 13.78 to 4.77 close to the SOTA results,
which proves the versatility of the proposed method.

To better understand the superiority of the ASNet, we visualize
the generated results of the step-wise variants in Figure 3. NoAdapt
can only reflect the crowd distribution trend while failing to locate
each pedestrian. After coarse adaptation, CoarseAdapt has the abil-
ity to figure out the relatively accurate distribution of crowds. It is
obvious that FineAdapt vastly promote the quality of the predicted
density maps. In conclusion, the proposed methods can generate
better results than other methods across domains. More visualiza-
tion results are shown in supplementary materials.

4.4 Ablation Study
In this section, we conduct abundant ablation experiments to an-
alyze the components of the proposed ASNet. All ablations are
conducted in the ShanghaiTech Part A→ Part B setting for its large
variations in crowd density.
Effect of different components. In this part, we analyze the ef-
fect of each component in the proposed method. From the results
shown in Table 4, we can find the final performance has been
gradually improved with the addition of each component, which
illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed modules. To be specific,
the errors are significantly reduced (MAE from 27.28 to 16.84) by
only joining the global discriminator. When merely adding the lo-
cal discriminator, the MAE errors are reduced to 19.12. Combining



Figure 3: Qualitative adaptation results. From top to down: ShanghaiTech Part B, Mall and Trancos, respectively.

Table 4: Effects of different model components in Shang-
haiTech Part A → Part B setting. G-D and L-D mean the
global and local discriminator, {I, P, PI, P-PI } correspond to
{image, patch, pixel, patch-pixel} level scores respectively.

NoAdapt CoarseAdapt FineAdapt MAE MSE
G-D L-D I P PI P-PI

✓ 27.28 35.14
✓ 16.84 27.37

✓ 19.12 30.02
✓ ✓ 15.77 24.92
✓ ✓ ✓ 14.76 24.18
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 14.58 24.15
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 14.01 24.02
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 13.59 23.15

the two discriminators further optimizes the results to 15.77 MAE.
These results indicate that image-level and patch-level alignment
both play an important role in closing the data distribution across
domains. Different levels of scores (image-level, patch-level, pixel-
level, patch-pixel level) all contribute to the transferability of the
model at different degrees, yielding MAE performance gains of
6.4%, 7.5%, 11.2%, 13.8% with the step-wise overlay of each score.
All the above experimental results prove that our modules have a
positive effect on each other, which is conductive to the accuracy
of the adaptation.
Effect of global and localmodules. In this section, we separately
study the impact of global and local modules on the final model
performance. We split the model components into two categories:
global-related modules (global discriminator, image and pixel level
scores) and local-related modules (local discriminator, patch and
patch-pixel level scores). As is illustrated in Table 5, the global-
related modules significantly boost the performance from MAE
27.28 to 14.89 since they fully reduce the domain shift among the

Table 5: Ablation study on the global and local modules.

Method MAE MSE

NoAdapt 27.28 35.14
Global-related modules 14.89 24.36
Local-related modules 15.13 24.48
FineAdapt (full model) 13.59 23.15

source and the target domains in a global view. Also, the local-
related modules degrade the estimations errors to MAE 15.13. This
proves that utilizing the patches to close the domain gap is still
effective. The full model achieves the best performance with respect
to MAE and MSE, which demonstrates that global-related and local-
related modules mutually refine each other and thus contribute
together to the final performance of the proposed ASNet.
Effect of patch number. In our proposed method, we divide the
density map into 𝑆 × 𝑆 patches and send them to the local discrimi-
nator for the subsequent steps. We evaluate how the patch number
𝑆 affects the final performance in this part. As shown in Figure
4 (a), the results of the model are robust to the patch numbers.
However, when the patch number is too large, the complexity of
calculation increases with a slight decrease in the estimation per-
formance. To achieve the best accuracy, we set the patch number 𝑆
to 4 throughout the experiments.
Effect of image-level threshold. Figure 4 (b) illustrates the im-
pact of the image-level threshold on the performance of the pro-
posed model. Obviously, when the threshold is too small or too
large, the result turns out a cliff-like decline. The main reason is that
too small threshold filters out mistakenly a mass of similar images
in the source domain while too large threshold may introduce some
dissimilar samples. It can be observed that threshold = 0.5 achieves
the best result, so we use this value throughout the experiments.
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Figure 4: Effect of using different patch number 𝑆 (total patches number is 𝑆2), image-level threshold, and pixel-level threshold
for the whole training. Here we do not show the soft threshold value in the image (C).
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Figure 5: Visualization of different levels (pixel, patch-pixel, patch, image respectively) level scores generated by the dual-
discriminator. A square in the figure represents a scalar. Note white square refers to 1 while the black square refers to 0.

Effect of pixel-level threshold. Figure 4 (c) illustrates the impact
of changes in pixel-level threshold on the final performance of the
proposed model. We change the soft threshold into different hard
thresholds. Obviously, the estimation error reaches the minimum
when threshold = 0.5. Note this result is still inferior to adopting a
soft threshold, which demonstrates the rationality of our choice.
Visualization of weight maps. We show the scores of different
levels generated by the dual-discriminator in Figure 5. For the
pixel level, we can see that the probability maps focus on where
the crowds distribute. This indicates that the regions containing
crowds are transferable while unique scene attributes such as back-
ground objects are disturbing noise. Besides, since pixel level scores
provide a global view while patch level scores pay attention to local
information of patches, these two maps could be complementary
to each other. The image-level scores determine the transferabil-
ity of the entire image and the patch level scores illustrate the
trade-off of corresponding patches. These results intuitively show
that our model can generate reasonable scores for the fine-grained
knowledge transfer across domains.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we propose a novel adversarial scoring network (AS-
Net) for domain adaptive crowd counting. Unlike previous methods,

our model can adaptively select the transferable regions or images
to achieve the fine-grained knowledge transfer across domains. To
implement this goal, we design a dual-discriminator strategy to
conduct a coarse distribution alignment and generate significance-
aware scores of different levels based on the transferability of source
samples. With these scores as a signal to guide the density opti-
mization, our model can better mitigate the domain gap at multiple
perspectives, thus significantly boosting the adaptation accuracy.
Three sets of adaptation experiments and thorough ablation studies
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method. To further
verify the effectiveness of our method, we evaluate the situation
from synthetic datasets to the real-world Shanghaitech datasets
and compare our model with the latest unsupervised methods. The
detailed results can be seen in the supplementary material due to
the limited space.

In the future, we are interested to evaluate more situations in
counting area and extend our method to other tasks such as object
detection and depth estimation.
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A SYNTHETIC DATASET
In this section, we conduct the experiments about adapting GCC
dataset to ShanghaiTech Part B. As is shown in Table 6, it is obvious
that the proposed model outperforms existing domain adaptation
methods by a large margin.

Table 6: The comparison results with previous methods for
GCC → ShanghaiTech Part B.

Method MAE MSE

CycleGAN [52] 25.4 39.7
SE CycleGAN [46] 19.9 28.3

SFCN+MFA+SDA [13] 16.0 24.7
SE+FD [17] 16.9 24.7

SE CycleGAN (JT) [47] 16.4 25.8
ASNet (ours) 14.6 22.6

B RESIDUAL MECHANISM
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the residual mecha-
nism used in the Equation 8. This strategy is designed to avoid the
inaccurate discriminator output at the initial state of the network
optimization, thus improving the robustness of the scores guidance.
The experimental results are summarized in Table 7. We can ob-
serve that the performance of the proposed ASNet improves from
MAE 14.67 to 13.59 as the residual mechanism is adopted. These
experiments well demonstrate the effectiveness of our designed
residual mechanism.

Table 7: Ablation study on the residual mechanism.

Method MAE MSE

ASNet w/o residual mechanism 14.67 24.22
ASNet w/ residual mechanism 13.59 23.15

C DETAILED ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we introduce the detailed structure of each com-
ponent in our adversarial scoring network. Table 8 illustrates the
configuration of the generator. For fair comparisons with previous
methods, we use VGG-16 structure as the generator 𝐺 . In the table,
“k(3,3)-c256-s1-p4-d4-R” denotes the convolutional operation with
kernel size of 3 × 3, 256 output channels, stride size of 1, padding
size of 4, dilation size of 4, and ’R’ means the ReLU layer. Table
9 explains the architecture of the dual-discriminator, where ’LR’
indicates the leaky ReLU layer.

D ALGORITHM
To train the full network parameters, including one generator 𝐺
and two discriminators 𝐷1 and 𝐷2, an alternative update is applied
during the network optimization by iterative fixing the generator
and two discriminators. Algorithm 1 describes the details of the
overall training procedure.

Table 8: The architecture of the generator.

G

Convolution Layers
[K(3,3)-c64-s1-p1-R] × 2

Max pooling
[K(3,3)-c128-s1-p1-R] × 2

Max pooling
[K(3,3)-c256-s1-p1-R] × 3

Max pooling
[K(3,3)-c512-s1-p1-R] × 3

Max pooling
[K(3,3)-c512-s1-p1-R] × 3

Dilation Layers
K(3,3)-c256-s1-p4-d4-R
K(3,3)-c64-s1-p4-d4-R

Output Layer
K(3,3)-c1-s1-p1-d1

Table 9: The architecture of the dual-discriminator.

𝐷𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2)
Convolution Layers
K(4,4)-c64-s2-p1-LR
K(4,4)-c128-s2-p1-LR
K(4,4)-c256-s2-p1-LR
K(4,4)-c512-s2-p1-LR

K(4,4)-c1-s1-p2

Activation Layer
Sigmoid

Algorithm 1 Training procedure of the proposed ASNet.

Require: source𝑋𝑠 , target𝑋𝑡 , generator𝐺 (·), global discriminator
𝐷1 (·) and local discriminator 𝐷2 (·)

Require: _1, _2, _3, training epochs 𝑁
for 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑁 ] do

for minibatch 𝐵 (𝑠) , 𝐵 (𝑡 ) ∈ 𝑋 (𝑠) , 𝑋 (𝑡 ) do
generate predicted density maps for both 𝐵 (𝑠) and 𝐵 (𝑡 )

generate global discriminator map 𝑂1 and 𝐿𝑑1 by 𝐷1
generate𝑊1,𝑊3 by 𝑂1
fix 𝐺 , update 𝐷1 by minimizing 𝐿𝑑1
generate local discriminator map 𝑂2 and 𝐿𝑑2 by 𝐷2
generate𝑊2,𝑊4 by 𝑂2
fix 𝐺 , update 𝐷2 by minimizing _3𝐿𝑑2
compute 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣1 and 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣2
compute 𝐿𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠 by𝑊1,𝑊3,𝑊2, and𝑊4
𝐿𝐴𝑙𝑙 = 𝐿𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠 + _1𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣1 + _2𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣2
fix 𝐷1, 𝐷2, update 𝐺 by minimizing 𝐿𝐴𝑙𝑙 .

end for
end for
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